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Abstract

A thin ScAlN layer was deposited on high resistivity (111) oriented silicon and two port surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices

were manufactured, using advanced nanolithographic techniques, on this material. The Surface Acoustic Wave and Spin Wave

(SAW/SW) coupling was performed via a thin ferromagnetic layer (Ni) placed between the interdigitated transducers (IDTs)

of the SAW device. Since the phase velocity in this material is lower than in the Si substrate, both Rayleigh (4.67 GHz) and

Sezawa (8.05 GHz) propagation modes could be observed. The amplitude of the S21 parameter around the two resonances was

measured for values of the magnetic field μ0H from -280 to +280 mT, at different angles (θ) between the SAW propagation

direction and the magnetic field direction. A maximum decrease of 2.54 dB occurred in S21 for the Rayleigh mode at μ0H =

-90 mT, and of 7.24 dB for the Sezawa mode at μ0H =-203 mT, both at θ = 45°. These values were extracted from time gated

processing of the frequency domain raw data.
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Abstract—A thin ScAlN layer was deposited on high resistivity (111) oriented silicon and two port surface acoustic 

wave (SAW) devices were manufactured, using advanced nanolithographic techniques, on this material. The Surface 

Acoustic Wave and Spin Wave (SAW/SW) coupling was performed via a thin magnetostrictive layer (Ni) placed 

between the interdigitated transducers (IDTs) of the SAW device. Since the phase velocity in this material is lower 

than in the Si substrate, both Rayleigh (4.67 GHz) and Sezawa (8.05 GHz) propagation modes could be observed. The 

amplitude of the S21 parameter around the two resonances was measured for values of the magnetic flux density (B) 

from -280 to +280 mT, at different angles (θ) between the SAW propagation direction and the magnetic field direction. 

A maximum decrease of 2.54 dB occurred in S21 for the Rayleigh mode at µ0H = -90 mT, and of 7.24 dB for the 

Sezawa mode at µ0H =-203 mT, both at θ = 45°. These values were extracted from time gated processing of the 

frequency domain raw data. 

 

Index Terms—Sc doped AlN, surface acoustic waves, spin waves, magnetic field, Rayleigh mode, Sezawa mode 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The interaction of acoustic waves and magnetic excitations (magnons, spin waves) through magnetoelasticity was 

proposed in the late 50s, by Kittel [1]. The past few years have seen a clear revival of the topic related to acoustic 

wave excitation of spin waves focusing on potential applications in the field of spintronics or magnonics, as a thin 

ferromagnetic (FM) layer deposited between the two interdigital transducers (IDTs) of a modern surface acoustic wave 

(SAW) device can be used to couple SAWs with spin waves (SW). The spin manipulation and control via SAWs can 

have a major impact in future quantum computing applications. The coupling of acoustic waves with spin waves 

(SAW/SW coupling) represents a possible direction in the manufacturing of hybrid spin wave–CMOS circuits that 

can be integrated alongside CMOS circuits.  

The mechanism of SAW/SW coupling is analyzed using the Landau-Lifschitz-Gilbert equation [2], [3]. One of the 

origins of non-reciprocal SAW/SW coupling stems from the Interfacial Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya Interaction (IDMI) 

[4], [5], an interaction induced at the interface of a heavy metal layer (e.g. Pt) in contact with a FM layer which leads 

to a non-reciprocal spin wave dispersion. Nonreciprocity of SAW/SW coupling also appears irrespective of IDMI, 

due to the elliptical polarization of SAWs and SWs, as recently demonstrated in [6]. 

The spin-wave resonance has previously been acoustically excited, e.g., by a SAW propagating in 50 nm thin Ni 

layer [7] respectively Co/Pt 10/7 nm bilayer [8] placed between the IDTs of the SAW device with fingers/interdigit 

spacing 5 µm wide, in the presence of a magnetic field. The 9th harmonic, at 1.54 GHz, has been used. Spin wave 

generation by SAW was experimentally evidenced by Sasaki in 2017 [9] using the 13th harmonic resonance around 

2.2 GHz. Recently, the interaction of SAWs with SW in thin Ni films was demonstrated using the 5th harmonic of the 

Rayleigh mode, at 4.5 GHz [10]. 

These works which demonstrate the SAW/SW coupling have used lithium niobate (LN), [7], [8], [9] and lithium 

tantalite (LT) [10] as piezoelectric material, for SAW devices manufacturing. Because of the relative low value for 

the fundamental resonance frequency (usually < 200 MHz for LN and < 1 GHz for LT) obtainable from the Rayleigh 

mode, high order and usually lower amplitude harmonics need to be used in order to fit the SAW resonance to the 
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spin wave resonance (SWR). This can reduce the coupling efficiency. 

The most common piezoelectric materials for SAW devices manufacturing are quartz, LN and LT, intensively used 

nowadays in mobile phone applications. Although they have excellent piezoelectric properties, the fundamental 

operation frequency of filters manufactured on these materials is limited to maximum 2-2.5 GHz, due to line-width 

size limitations imposed by their surface quality. These limited frequencies are not high enough for many novel 

applications in communications, sensors and also SAW/SW coupling. 

In order to increase the resonance frequency of the SAW devices, layered structures, such as III-nitride wide-

bandgap thin films semiconductors (deposited or grown on Si or SiC substrates), that allow advanced nanolithographic 

processes on their top surface, are of high interest. SAW resonators manufactured on GaN/Si and AlN/Si layered 

structures with resonance frequencies above 5 GHz, and high sensitivity sensors based on them have been reported in 

the last years [11], [12], [13]. ScAlN is a novel material and a great candidate for acoustic devices fabrication, due to 

its excellent piezoelectric properties: high phase velocity, high coupling coefficient, k2
eff, high Q-factor, high values 

of piezoelectric constants, surpassing the reported values for other group III-nitrides [14], [15]. 

It is the purpose of this paper to demonstrate the interaction between surface acoustic waves and spin waves in a 

thin magnetic layer placed between the IDTs of SAW device manufactured on ScAlN/Si. Similar to [7] the decrease 

of the amplitude of the SAW transmission as function of the magnetic flux density, is used to evidence the SAW/SW 

coupling. 

 

ScAlN DEPOSITION, DEVICE FABRICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION 

A 800 nm thin layer of ScAlN (30% Sc doped) was deposited on high resistivity (ρ >10 kΩ∙cm) <111> oriented Si 

wafers, using Solmates Pulsed Laser Deposition Equipment (SMP-800). The surface temperature of the wafer was 

kept close to 400°C. By optimizing process parameters, the ScAlN thin film stress was tuned to 0 MPa (stress neutral). 

Theta-2theta XRD spectrum shows single oriented <002> wurtzite ScAlN (at 36.2°) on Si wafers (Fig.1 left). A good 

texture quality on the Si substrate is observed from the Full Width at Half Maximum of the rocking curve (Fig.1 right), 

which is about 2.5°. 
 

 
Fig. 1.  XRD diagram for the ScAlN films grown on Si <111> (left) and the Rocking curve corresponding to ScAlN (right). 

 

SAW devices, with a magnetostrictive layer placed between the two IDTs have been patterned on the ScAlN/Si 

wafer (see Fig. 2). First, the coplanar waveguide ports were patterned; conventional photolithography, e-gun 

metallization (Ti/Au 10/40 nm) and lift-off technique have been used. The SAW devices have 170 nm wide IDTs (75 

pairs of fingers/spacings and 50 reflectors) developed by e-beam lithography. The IDTs were deposited by e-gun 

evaporation (Ti/Au 5/45 nm) and selectively removed by lift-off process. The distance between the IDTs was 200 µm. 

A Ti/Au overlay (10/300 nm) deposition was performed, to ensure the continuity of the metallization. Finally, a 

magnetostrictive layer (Ni/Au 12/3 nm) having 140 µm × 166 µm was deposited and centered between the IDTs by 

lift-off. The 3 nm thin Au layer protects Ni from native oxidation (Fig. 2). The structure is similar to those recently 

presented by the authors in [16]. 

On this wafer, S parameter measurements (Fig. 3) revealed two resonance frequencies: at 4.67 GHz, the Rayleigh 

(R) mode and at 8.05 GHz, the Sezawa (S) mode. The S mode appears in „slow on fast” structures when the phase 

velocity in the overlayer (ScAlN with 30% Sc) is lower than its value in the substrate (Si) [14], [17] and exhibits 

higher resonance frequency than the R mode, for the same IDT design. 

The k2
eff and the phase velocity (vph) were calculated, according to the formulas from [18], and the Q factor 

according to the formula Q=fres/3dB bandwidth, for both resonance frequencies; results are presented in Table 1. The 

phase velocities obtained for the R and S modes are in good agreement with other reported values for ScAlN [19], 



[20]. 

 

 
Fig. 2.  SEM photos of the two-ports SAW device with a magnetostrictive layer placed between the two IDTs 

 

 
Fig. 3.  Measured reflection (left) and transmission parameters (right) of the two-ports manufactured SAW devices 

 
TABLE I 

MEASUREMENT RESULTS FOR THE ANALYZED SAW DEVICE 
 

 fres (GHz) Q k2
eff (%) vph (m/s) 

R 4.67 137 4.2 3175 

S 8.05 403 5.2 5474 

 

COUPLING OF SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVES WITH SPIN WAVES 

In order to observe the SAW/SW coupling, the SAW structures are placed on a special rotating holder (Fig. 4a), so 

different angles between the magnetic field and the SAW propagation direction can be established. Furthermore, the 

holder is placed in an in-house built setup for S parameters measurements (Fig.4b), introduced in a cryostat from Janis 

(which ensures a controlled temperature and pressure during measurements). The cryostat can be placed between the 

two poles of an electromagnet (Fig. 4c). 

Frequency domain (FD) raw measurements and time gated data processing have been performed. Time gated data 

processing is necessary in magnetic SAW measurements, especially at frequencies beyond 1 GHz, in order to separate 

the SAW transmission from electromagnetic cross talk and triple transit effects [21], [22]. Results are summarized in 

Figs. 5& 6. 

 



 
Fig. 4.  Measurement set-up: the device on a rotating holder (a); in-house built setup for cryostat microwave measurements 

(b); the SAW structure in the cryostat, placed in magnetic field (c) 

 
Fig. 5 shows the measured S21 vs. frequency, at θ = 45°, for the Rayleigh (left) and respectively Sezawa mode 

(right), for two different values of the applied magnetic field strength, µ0H: the reference value, -280 mT, where there 

is no influence of the magnetic field on S21, and the value where the maximum absorption was observed (-90 mT for 

Rayleigh and -203 mT for the Sezawa mode). We observe a maximum decrease of 2.54 dB in S21 for the Rayleigh 

mode and 7.24 dB for the Sezawa mode from time gated processing of the raw FD data. Similar curves have been 

obtained for θ = 0, 10, 25 and 35°. 

 

 
Fig. 5.  S21 measured at the initial µ0Href (dashed black curve) and at Bµ0Hmax_abs, the value where the maximum absorption was 

observed (dashed green curve) for Rayleigh (left) and Sezawa (right) modes; solid curves resulted from time gated-(TG) data 

processing.) 

 
 

A measure for the energy transfer from SAW to SW can be obtained by using the modulus of the difference between 

the values of S21 at resonance for each applied magnetic field (µ0Hn) from -280 mT to +280 mT and the value of S21 

at resonance for the initial applied magnetic field (µ0Href), ∆S21 = |S21
µ0Hn – S21

µ0Href|. Fig 6. presents ∆S21 vs. B, for all 

measured angles both for the Rayleigh mode (Fig. 6a) and the Sezawa mode (Fig. 6b) (time gated processed data). It 

is evident that the effect of energy transfer from the SAW to the SW is stronger for the Sezawa mode and the maximum 

effect appears at θ = 45°; the effect is strongly suppressed for θ = 0°. The values of ∆S21 for the Sezawa mode exceed 

the values reported by previous works on LN [6], [7]. A fair comparison would need to take into account the length 

of the FM film (wFM) in the propagation path by referring to ∆S21/wFM [6]. In the present work wFM = 140 µm is smaller 

than other reported FM film lengths (> 750 µm) [6], [7] and ∆S21/wFM is about 2 times higher for the Rayleigh mode. 

The value of µ0H where the maximum absorption is observed is independent on θ, indicating weak magnetic 

anisotropy of the Ni film [23]. 

Also, nonreciprocity is evident in Fig. 6 a, b, as the value of ∆S21 is higher for resonances at negative values of µ0H 

than for positive ones, for both R and S modes for all measured angles. Fig 6 c presents γR,S=∆S21(-µ0H)/∆S21(+µ0H) 

vs. |µ0H| (which is a measure of nonreciprocity) for values of µ0H around the resonance, for both propagation modes. 

We can observe that γ decrease monotonic with the angle and is higher for the S mode than for the R mode. 

 



 
Fig. 6. ∆S21 vs µ0H for Rayleigh (a) and Sezawa (b) modes for different values of θ. γR,S=∆S21(-µ0H)/∆ S21(+µ0H) vs |µ0H| 

around resonance (c). 

CONCLUSION 

SAW/SW coupling was demonstrated with GHz operating SAW devices manufactured on ScAlN/Si using the 

fundamental Rayleigh resonance at 4.67 GHz and also the fundamental Sezawa mode resonance at 8.05 GHz. For a 

magnetostrictive Ni film of 15 nm thickness, the maximum values were obtained for ∆S21 when θ = 45° - 2.54 dB (R 

mode) respectively 7.24 dB (S mode), the last one exceeding the values reported up to now on LN. These devices 

demonstrate the fit of the fundamental Rayleigh and Sezawa resonance frequencies with the SW resonances, an 

impossible task for LN, where high order and lower amplitude harmonics are used. Furthermore, in contrast to LN 

and LN, ScAlN/Si has the major advantage to be CMOS compatible. Future work will be focused on a detailed analysis 

of nonreciprocity as well as on optimization of the ScAlN/Si SAW structures for SAW/SW coupling, including 

alternative magnetostrictive metallization. 
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